**XJ-S37 and fx-9860G AU PLUS**

Connect the fx-9860G AU PLUS calculator directly into the XJ-S37 Super Slim projector. No PC required.

CASIO PROJECTOR CLASSKIT INCLUDES:
- 20 x fx-9860G AU PLUS
- 1 x XJ-S37 (Wireless Multifunctional Data Projector)
- 1 x YW2L Wireless LAN Adapter
- 1 x Casio Classkit Projector Bag
- Wireless remote for the projector
- Resources, cables & ongoing support services.

(Limit to 1 classkit per school)

*Projectors are also sold separately. For more details, please contact your school distributor.*

**XJ-S32 and ClassPad**

Project the ClassPad Manager Software by simply connecting the XJ-S32 Super Slim projector to your PC or laptop.

CASIO PROJECTOR CLASSKIT INCLUDES:
- 20 x ClassPad
- 1 x XJ-32 (Data projector)
- 1 x YW2L Wireless LAN Adapter
- 1 x Casio Classkit Projector Bag
- Wireless remote for the projector
- Resources, cables & ongoing support services.

(Unlimited classkits per school)

*Projectors are also sold separately. For more details, please contact your school distributor.*
Sleek design combined with powerful technology

2 X POWER ZOOM LENS
Large screen projection is possible in any room size. Images can be projected from as close as 0.9m all the way back to 8.5m.

COMPUTER/COMPONENT VIDEO INPUT
Connect to various computer (up to UXGA) and HD video sources (up to 1080p) all in brilliant full colour (16.77 million colours).

DLP® TECHNOLOGY
No filters to clean and replace. Superb readability is provided through high contrast and limited pixilation. No colour decay means brilliant colour reproduction even after years of use.

PC FREE PRESENTATIONS
Transfer your presentation material to a USB memory device to enjoy freestyle presenting. You can conduct presentations while operating a PC beside the screen making it ideal for daily classes.

WIRELESS
(XJ-S37, XJ-S57 & XJ-SC215 models)
Attach the optional YW-2L wireless LAN adaptor to the projector and allow laptops and other PC’s to be connected wirelessly. No cords facilitates a speedy set-up for projecting, especially when the projector is fixed in one room.

DIRECT CONNECTION TO A GRAPHICS CALCULATOR
(XJ-S37, XJ-S57 & XJ-SC215 models)
Project the Casio fx-9860G AU PLUS display on to a screen with direct connection on any of the CASIO Super Slim Projector USB Technology models. Teachers can clearly present the calculator screen to the entire class or students can connect their own fx-9860G AU PLUS to the projector to show their work to others.

ULTRA COMPACT & MOBILE
Easily portable, for trouble free presentation anytime and anywhere! At just 32mm in height and weighing 1.8kg, all models slip nicely into a briefcase allowing you to travel lightly.

RS-232 OR IR REMOTE CONTROL
All models feature an RS-232 port for connection to industry standard control systems as well as a full function infra-red remote and controls on the projector itself.

Design and specifications are subject to change without notice. For more information visit - www.casio.edu.shririo.com.au/data_projector.php or call 1300 768 112

XJ-S57- 3000 ANSI Lumens (USB Technology)
XJ-S52- 3000 ANSI Lumens
XJ-S37- 2300 ANSI Lumens (USB Technology)
XJ-S32- 2300 ANSI Lumens
XJ-SC215- 2500 ANSI Lumens (USB Technology)
XJ-SC210- 2500 ANSI Lumens
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